
SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS



THERE IS NO PLANET B



We are annoyed by
unhealthy and artificial food!

That's why we decided to
refresh supermarket shelves.

Inspired by the
beauty of nature,                  
we create better

food and beverage solutions.

Hello!



We are passionated about developing sustainable products
with real added value for people and environment

What we do

ORGANIC
We only use best ingredients
from organic farming for our

natural products.

SUSTAINABLE
We use environmentally
friendly materials for our

packaging.

NATURAL
We use vegan 
ingredients and 
avoid additives.

INNOVATIV
We are constantly
working on unique

product ideas.

COMMITMENT
We promote environmental 

protection and social 
projects.

AUTHENTIC
We focus on transparency

and produce in 
Germany.

UNTOUCHED is a new lifestyle statement for organic products



Desire for a healthier life
drives us.

Environmental protection and    
sustainable product life cycles

are becoming significantly important.

By combining food trends,           
sustainability and great taste,                      

our lifestyle products are right in line with
the spirit of the time.

Our goal



EDUCATION
FOR OUR FUTURE

CLEAN-UPS
FOR THE 

ENVIRONMENT

PLANTS
FOR THE CLIMATE

Our commitment



Buddies

loading…



Lovers

400.000+ customer



ORGANIC LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS



UNTOUCHED
NATIONAL PARK WATER
1st organic mineral water

from a national park

UNTOUCHED
ORGANIC FRUIT SPLASH

Apple and rhubarb spritzer
with local fruits from organic 

cultivation

Portfolio

UNTOUCHED
NATIONAL PARK WATER+
Sparkling flavoured water

with extracts



Unser Sortiment

Naturalness tastes better

Our natural product originated in the nature reserve within the Hunsrueck, 
far away from human pollution such as pesticide residues and industrial waste. 

Filtered through numerous layers of rock, our organic mineral water is 
particularly pure and natural.

National Park

our water is highly protected 
against environmental impact 

within the unspoiled nature of the 
national park Hunsrueck Hochwald

100% organic

organic water meets more 
extensive checks and much 

stricter quality criteria and focus 
on a sustainable footprint

Low in sodium

our natural product is low in 
sodium and therefore suitable for 

baby food nutrition

100% recycled

our bottles are made from 
100% recycled materials 

and are reused

Climate friendly

we produce CO2 neutral and 
support sustainable corporate 

governance

Sustainability

we protect our fountain from 
contamination and limit extraction, so 
the source is able to regenerate itself

National Park Water
1st organic mineral water from a national park

Sustainable refreshment



Organic fruit splash
with juice concentrate

100% organic
with ingredients from organic 

farming and organic mineral water
from the national park

100% recycled

our bottles are made from 
100% recycled materials 

and are reused

Natural
made with best ingredients 

from nature - of course without 
additives

Local ingredients
made with sun-ripened apples 
and sweet and sour rhubarb in 

best organic quality

Vegan
veggie only -

good for you and the plant

Plant for planet

every purchase protects 
biodiversity - we plant trees in the 

national park

Fruity thirst quencher

local organic fruits meet untouched organic mineral water 
from the national park within the Hunsrueck



A freshness kick
NATIONAL PARK WATER +

Sparkling oganic flavoured water for more variety

No sugar Low calories No additives

100% rPET

Bottles made from
recyceled materials.

NATIONAL PARK WATER +

100% Natural

Witthout artificial
ingredients.. No flavours. 

No colours.

Low in calorie

Unsweetened. 
1 kcal / 100 ml.

Sugarfree

Without added sugar.
No added sweetener

Vegan

Without animal
ingredients.

100% Organic

With National Park Water
and ingredients form 

organic origin.
.

new



UNTOUCHED GmbH
Fontenay 1b | 20354 Hamburg

Ulrike Sputh

us@untouched-water.com

+49 (0) 162 260 264 3

www.untouched-lifestyle.com untouchedlifestyle untouched-lifestyle


